ANNUAL BENCHMARKING REPORT
NPTC conducts an Annual Benchmarking Survey, sponsored by Trimble Transportation, of its fleet members designed to: validate your private fleet performance, identify your areas of improvement and opportunity, and identify significant trends affecting your private fleet community.

BEST PRACTICES
Shared best practices are at the heart of what makes NPTC such a valuable resource to our members. Within a culture of trust and confidentiality, Fleet members are invited to contribute their questions, challenges, and successes.

PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Each year at the NPTC Annual Conference, these awards sponsored by TransForce Group are given to individuals who have made significant contributions to the NPTC, their profession, and the private fleet community.

DRIVER HALL OF FAME & FLEET SAFETY AWARDS
Sponsored by Lytx, the Driver Hall of Fame inducts four drivers each year for exceptional careers in regards to safety, industry contributions, and community participation. Also sponsored by Lytx, the Fleet Safety Awards recognize fleet members with outstanding safety records.

NATIONAL DRIVER ALL-STARS
Co-sponsored by NPTC and International Truck/Navistar, the National Driver All-Stars is a program that recognizes drivers who have demonstrated high performance standards against their peer drivers throughout the country based on customer service, safety, adherence to company standards, regulatory compliance, and community service.

DRIVER SAFETY LETTERS
The monthly Driver Safety Letters, sponsored by CPC Logistics, Inc., provides timely and helpful safety reminders for drivers. Members are invited to distribute the letters as is or incorporate them into their own corporate/departmental newsletter.

SAFETY SEMINARS
NPTC and Idealease partner to offer safety and compliance seminars around the country. These one-day seminars present a structured approach to understanding and managing fleet safety for all major areas scrutinized during state and federal compliance reviews.

WEBINARS
J. J. Keller and National Private Truck Council offer these educational webcasts for industry professional that discuss regulatory compliance, risk management and more. NPTC Members are invited to attend future webcasts or access the archive of previously-presented topics.

WASHINGTON REPORT
Sponsored by TransForce Group, the Washington Report features Rick Schweitzer, General Counsel and Government Affairs Representative, giving the latest update on key legislative and regulatory compliance issues of interest to private fleets each month.

WEEKLY UPDATE
Published every Monday, the NPTC Weekly Update offers members a free email report with timely information on legal/compliance, safety, federal and state regulatory, and industry issues.

CERTIFIED TRANSPORTATION PROFESSIONAL®
The CTP® designation, sponsored by J. J. Keller & Associates, identifies you to senior management in your company, as well as to your peers in the industry, as a professional with the understanding and knowledge of successful private truck fleet operations.